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About This Game

You are tasked with restoring the power of a kingdom to its former glory using innate cunning, military might and a fearsome
will to win. Warrior Kings is an epic real-time strategy game that smashes the mould. Using true 3D it propels you into a living,

breathing and fascinating medieval fantasy world. Now it's all in your hands!

Features:

Build up your economic and military power base, research new technologies, and employ spies, mercenaries, priests and
merchants to enhance your strength.

Use real military formations and tactics to conquer on the battlefield.

Master the skills of siege warfare and watch your troops sack mighty cities.
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Conduct a massive campaign through 22 extraordinary levels made up of over 80 unique quests.
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Rexaura brings fun and challenging chambers to Portal.

If you’re looking for a challenge, this mod is for you. It’s free, so you’ve got nothing to lose.
This is undoubtedly my favourite Portal mod!. Fun and relaxing 3D platformer. There's not enough of those around.. Another
great Nancy Drew game.. Not one of the best arcade scrolling shooters, but still fun and challenging :D. Bejeweled with
monsters.
Nothing real interesting here. worth a few bucks for bejeweled fans.

Game is for mobile devices, relying on single mouse button. no keyboard controls.
Nevertheless, like similar games, hard to stop playing.. combine this box with that box to make a new box and repeat this
process til you've made a few hundred boxes, the end.
Unless I'm missing something this game is pretty pointless.
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right now i am speechless and happy that all. Dead, make the game open to all seriously.. couldn't get a single game in 2 hours. I
really wanted this to be like the old game Dungeon Keeper. It isn't.
Unfortunatly it doesn't bring anything else to the game either, so this feels like a waste of money.. Thank you Devs for
continuing to work on XR. XR is an immense and enjoyable game. :-)

10\/10. This game is far from finished. It currently contains 2 "Game modes", and they are just spin offs of bejeweled like
games. That being said, this game has some potential. The crafting of items puts a new spin on the boring gameplay similar to so
many others. I would recommend waiting for the game to be completely finished before even considering in a purchase,
assuming it ever will be finished.. pros: art style, blitz system
cons: enfuriatingly-unresponsive tank controls. Very nice little adventure game.. It's a really bad and laggy game. I don't get why
you lose money because you die! If you don't want them to unlock the gun then just up the prices and get rid of cost for being
a♥♥♥♥♥♥class.. quot;OH NO, THE ATHALONS ARE DOWN BY A FARTHING BECAUSE THEIR POINTMAN'S
SOCCERCAR CRASHED INTO THE ROBOBALL AND NOW THEY HAVE TO CLONE HIM BACK ONTO THE D-
LINE" - the death of sports, coming to a future near you. I like pretty much all of the pixel puzzle game. This one however can
burn you out if you care about 100% achievements. The mini game can be a bit mundane, boring, and can't be paused. So
expect to pay attention for at least 2 hours straight to achieve the hardest achievement. I mean it's not that it's hard to pay
attention for 2 hours straight, it's the fact that I really would rather not, lol.
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